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Cumulative Change Summary Date 

Original 9.0 release Jul 2, 2012 

Added notes to the upgrade section regarding re-entering the DcsAdmin login information Jul 20, 2012 

Added release notes for 9.0 Update1 Sep 12, 2012 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP1 Nov 9, 2012 

Added Microsoft .NET hotfix information; updated Known Issues Nov 19, 2012 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP1 Update1. This update is mandatory for DataCore Servers already running SANsymphony-V 9.0 Update1 
or SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP1 (NO UPDATE). 

Nov 21, 2012 

Added Known Issue and warning regarding upgrading with Areca RAID controllers Dec 11, 2012 

Added Upgrade step regarding Microsoft Windows 2003 hosts Dec 20, 2012 

Corrected the host type step in the Upgrade instructions; Added 2012 host support; Added Upgrade FAQ link Jan 10, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP2 Feb 6, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP2 Update1 (additional items in the Fixes section) Feb 13, 2013 

Clarified Network Interface Card requirements for installation Feb 19, 2013 

Clarified license reactivation and host type requirements Mar 6, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP3 Jun 10, 2013 

Added Topic headers, rearranged Fixes section, clarified upgrade steps Jun 26, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP3 Update1 Jul 15, 2013 

Edits to the Known Issues in this release Jul 22, 2013 

Edits to the Known Issues (SNMP) and addition to 9.0 PSP3 Fixes section Jul 31, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP3 Update2 Oct 10, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP4 Nov 11, 2013 

Edits to the Known Issues in this release Nov 25, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP4 Update1 Dec 11, 2013 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP4 Update2; Added Configuration Notes and Known Issues Jan 27, 2014 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP4 Update3 Feb 12, 2014 

Added note about required disk space when upgrading Feb 19, 2014 

Added release notes for 9.0 PSP4 Update4 Sep 4, 2014 

Identified Critical Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 Update4 Sep 12, 2014 

 

Release Notes and Installation/Upgrade Guide 

SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP4 Update4 

This document includes the following sections: 

What’s New New features and enhancements for this release. 

Configuration Notes Important configuration notes for this release 

Installation/Update Instructions Steps for installing or updating from previous versions of SANsymphony-V 

Enhancements and Fixes A list of enhancements and fixes in this release 

Known Issues A list of known issues and possible workarounds 
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What’s New in PSP4 

 Offloaded Data Transfer (ODX) Support 
ODX improves performance when copying large files to physical disks, for example when cloning virtual machines. 
 

 SCSI UNMAP Support  
Added support for SCSI UNMAP command. This command is used by Microsoft Windows 2012, 2012 R2 and VMware ESX (VAAI) hosts 
to automatically reclaim space on a per virtual disk basis. 
 

 Up to 16 DataCore Servers 
Added support for as many as 16 DataCore Servers in a single Server Group.  

 

 Optimized Replication Initialization  
Transfer only the data necessary to synchronize pairs of replicated virtual disks. 

 Virtual Disk Relocation 
Added a ‘move’ function to easily relocate virtual disks while maintaining high availability during the move. 

 Virtual Disk Auto-repair  
Automatically replace failed storage source disks with a new storage source from a list of preferred pools when the disk is failed  
for a specified period of time, via a script. Refer to the Help topic “Repairing Virtual Disks” for information on how to configure this feature. 
 

 Virtual Disk Mirror Recovery Control 
o A slider bar controls overall mirror recovery bandwidth in the server group.  
o Added Pause and Resume mirror recovery actions per virtual disk. 

 

 Configuration Audit Trail 
 Added log messages for all configuration changes including the user who committed the changes. 

 Search Feature 
A new shortcut opens a Search bar at the top of any list in the Management Console where search criteria may be entered. The items 
not matching the criteria are filtered out of the list and the matching criteria strings are highlighted. 

 PowerShell Cmdlets 
o Added a PowerShell cmdlet to allow a customized log message to be posted to the SANsymphony-V event log.  
o Additional PowerShell cmdlets to support new features and VMware vCenter operations. Refer to the SANsymphony-V Help 

topic “SANsymphony-V Cmdlet Reference Guide” for details. 
o Allow arguments to be passed to PowerShell scripts for tasks. 

 

 Integration with Microsoft Windows SNMP  

Configuration Notes 

Download Package 
Included in the download package are: 

 The SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP4U4 executable file  

 The Installation and Getting Started Guide 

 These Release and Installation Notes 

Configuration Notes 
 Microsoft Windows Features or Roles on Microsoft 2012 or 2012 R2 DataCore Servers 

o Do not enable the following Microsoft Windows Features or Roles on Microsoft 2012 or 2012 R2 DataCore Servers, as they 
adversely affect SANsymphony-V’s fundamental storage operations: 

- Storage spaces and storage pools with virtual volumes 

- iSCSI Target volumes 

o Disable the Microsoft Windows iSCSI target service  

 Memory Utilization 
Because of modifications to improve performance, installing SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP4 and greater will require significantly more 
system memory than previous releases. See ‘System Memory Considerations for the DataCore Server’ for additional information. 
 

 SNMP 
On each DataCore Server, in the Microsoft Windows SNMP Properties in the Service Control Manager, set the community string 
and the list of trap destinations. The DcsSnmp.exe.config file and the SNMP firewall settings are no longer required. For more 
information, see the topic "SNMP Support" in the SANsymphony-V Help. 
 

 SANsymphony-V Management Consoles Managing Multiple SANsymphony-V versions 
A management console cannot manage SANs running different versions of SANsymphony-V software. Use the appropriate 
Management Console for each version. 

http://datacore.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/1543
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 Third Party Software 
Certain third party storage management software installed on a DataCore Server may prevent the operating system from removing 
devices using the PnP management and prevent new devices or mirrors from being rediscovered. Stop the DataCore Server from 
the DataCore Server panel and manually rescan for new devices in this case. Restart the DataCore Server. 
 

 Viewing SANsymphony WebHelp with Internet Explorer 10 
Due to security enhancements in Internet Explorer 10 or greater, modifications to the default security settings may be required to 
view SANsymphony WebHelp: 

o Add the DataCore website (http://www.datacore.com) as a trusted site. 
o Enable Active Scripting and disable ActiveX Filtering in the Tools/Internet Options/Security tab. 

 

 Computer Names in Host Files 
If not using a Microsoft DNS (Domain Name Server) and instead, using the Microsoft Windows host file to define all DataCore 
Servers and hosts, ensure the remote hostnames specified exactly match the actual computer names ONLY, and are case-
sensitive.  An incorrect host file, when the computer is not in a domain, may result in connection issues. Do not add the local 
machine name/IP as a host file entry, as this can result in communication issues to the local host when the specified network IP is 
not connected. 
For more information, see the topic "Name Resolution" in the SANsymphony-V Help. 

 Example:  
Correct:   10.10.10.1 SSV-Server1 
Incorrect:  10.10.10.1 SSV-Server1.mydomain.com  SSV-Server1 

 

 Host Operating Systems 
For Sun Solaris or Hewlett Packard HP-UX hosts, manually failover I/O paths to the ‘other’ DataCore Server when performing 
storage source replacements for mirrored virtual disks.  

 

 Host Settings 
 Do not use the "All" option when setting a "Preferred Server" in the host details. Either specify a DataCore server, or use the "Auto 

select" setting. 
 

 Fibre Channel Adapters 
o Do not configure host Fibre Channel adapters to use TPRLO (Third Party Logout) as a method of resetting storage target 

devices. 
o Directly connected Emulex Fibre Channel adapters in loop mode used for DataCore Server mirror connections must be 

configured as both Initiator and Target modes. 
o Installing SANsymphony-V will set the Fibre Channel Port WW Port Name (WWPN) and the WW Node Name (WWNN) to 

be the same.  If the native Qlogic driver was previously configured with unique WWPN and WWNNs, these will be reset to 
be the same, and will have to be reconfigured. 
 

 Front-end Ports 
At installation, the default Front-end (FE), Back-end (BE), and Mirror (MR) roles are applied to all ports, and virtual disks may be 
served to hosts via these ports. However, most host operating systems require the DataCore Server port to be configured with FE-
only ports (or FE/MR ports where the target-only property has been explicitly set) in order for failover to work when the host is 
stopped. Refer to the appropriate Technical Bulletin for host-specific operating system requirements.  
 

 Configuring Network Interface Cards  
o The install of the DataCore iSCSI driver will timeout if one or more NICs do not have an IP address or a network 

connection.  Please choose OK on the resulting dialog box to continue the install and troubleshoot after this PSP is 
installed. 

o Ensure that there is at least one network interface card with an IP address configured. DataCore Servers will time-out 
when connecting to the user interface if there are no network cards present in the system.  

 

 DataCore Server and Host Clocks  
System clocks must be time-synchronized on all DataCore Servers. In addition, all hosts should be synchronized with the DataCore 
Servers to increase the ease of use of Snapshot and Continuous Data Protection (CDP). 
 

 Physical Disks 
Disks under management of SANsymphony-V software will appear as Unknown/Not initialized in Microsoft Windows Disk 
Management. An Unknown/Offline disk appears in Disk Management for each mirrored virtual disk. Upon opening Windows Disk 
Manager, a prompt to initialize these disks will be displayed. Select Cancel to close the dialog box. 
 

  

http://www.datacore.com/
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Installation and Upgrade Instructions   
 

This release is ONLY for new installations OR for updating existing SANsymphony-V 9.0 (or greater) or 8.1 PSP1 Update 4 
installations. DO NOT attempt to upgrade from SANsymphony 7.X or SANmelody or from earlier versions of SANsymphony-V 
8.X.  Attempting to do so may result in an inoperable system and/or data loss. 

 
Ensure that all hardware and software requirements, including Microsoft .NET requirements and latest operating system updates, be 
applied, before installing or upgrading SANsymphony-V software. See http://www.datacore.com/Software/Products/SANsymphony-V-
Prerequisites.aspx. 

 

New SANsymphony-V Installations 
For new installations, refer to the Installation and Getting Started Guide included in the download package. 

Upgrading from Previous SANsymphony-V Versions 
For upgrades, follow the Pre-Upgrade and Upgrade steps below. Perform these steps on one DataCore Server at a time. 

Pre-Upgrade Steps 
1 For DataCore Servers running SANsymphony-V 9.0 Update1 (NO PSP) or SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP1 ONLY (NO UPDATE), 

contact DataCore Support for assistance before beginning the update. 
2 Please refer to the Known issues FAQ 1277 http://datacore.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/1277 before upgrading. 
3 If planning to deploy Microsoft Windows 2012 or Windows 2012 R2, first complete the upgrade to PSP2 or greater on all DataCore 

Servers in the Server Group following the upgrade procedures below. After the upgrade is complete, install the Windows 2012 or 
2012 R2 operating system. To do this, follow the procedures in the SANsymphony-V online help for Backing Up and Restoring 
Configuration Files http://www.datacore.com/SSV-webhelp/Backing_Up_and_Restoring_Configuration_Files.htm.  

4 If upgrading from SANsymphony-V 8.1 PSP1 Update4, for any hosts that are configured as type ‘Microsoft Windows (other)’, 
change the host type to Microsoft Windows Server 2008 prior to upgrading. Failure to do so will result in the host losing access to 
the DataCore Server. Note: there is no need to stop I/O to the host or to restart the host to perform this change.  

5 Ensure all mirrored virtual disks are healthy and all replication streams are fully initialized before performing the upgrade. 
6 Ensure there is enough available space in each storage pool to create one virtual disk (i.e. the size of one storage allocation unit). 
7 Stop the DataCore Server from the DataCore Servers Panel and wait for the status to change from 'running' to ‘stopped’ and then 

set the DataCore Executive Service to Manual start. Do NOT stop the DataCore Executive Service. 
8 Backup the configuration. Refer to the SANsymphony-V Help for directions. 
9 If DataCore Customer Service has previously requested that the DataCore.Executive.CorePMFdll.config file be customized because 

of a specific hardware configuration, copy this file to a safe location, as it must be restored after the upgrade, replacing the newly 
installed file. 

10 Close all DataCore windows on all DataCore Servers being upgraded before proceeding with the upgrade instructions below. 

Upgrade Notes 
 During the upgrade procedure, do NOT modify the existing configuration until the entire upgrade is complete.  

 After upgrading the first DataCore Server and restarting the server, do not open the Management Console on other DataCore 
Servers or management consoles until they are upgraded.  

 If upgrading from SANsymphony-V 8.1, login and password information for the DcsAdmin account must be reentered during the 
upgrade process. The login information must match the original entry. 

 If single direction replication relationships exist, all DataCore Servers in the Remote Server Groups should be upgraded first. While 
the upgrade is taking place, the status of replication virtual disks may not be updated and the source servers will appear as 
unavailable in the Management Console, although replication transfer continues once the destination servers are upgraded. Status 
updates will return to normal after all servers have been upgraded in both Server Groups. For bi-directional replication relationships, 
either server group may be upgraded first; however replication transfer will be stopped in one direction until the update is complete 
on all groups. 

 If disks or disk pools do not come back online at the conclusion of the upgrade process, perform a rescan by right-clicking the 
DataCore Server in the left pane and selecting Rescan Ports from the actions menu. 

 To utilize the VMware vCenter integration feature in release 9.X, after the upgrade from 8.X unserve all virtual disks from ESX hosts, 
delete the ESX hosts from the configuration, register the hosts with vCenter, and then serve the virtual disks to the ESX hosts again. 

 To monitor the state of the upgrade, use the Management Console on the newly upgraded DataCore Server. Alternatively, for 
DataCore Servers without the Management Console component installed, next upgrade the stand-alone Management Console 
server to monitor status during the upgrade.  

 If an error message is displayed when trying to connect to the console after upgrading and restarting the server, then the 
Management Console component must be re-installed. Use Windows Programs and Features to uninstall only the Management 
Console by right-clicking on SANsymphony-V. Next, choose Change, and then In the Installer panel, select Modify then Next. 
Uncheck the SANsymphony Management Console entry, and choose Next. Repeat this process to re-install, but now checking 
SANsymphony Management Console entry.  A computer restart is not required. 

Upgrading DataCore Servers 
1 Log in as the local administrator and run the SANsymphony-V executable to begin the installation of the new version.  
2 If prompted, enter the login credentials for the DcsAdmin account. This information should exactly match the original credentials 

entered for the previous version.  
3 Restart the DataCore Server when prompted. Important Note:  Restore the saved DataCore.Executive.CorePMFdll.config if the file 

was modified (see above) BEFORE restarting.  
4 On the newly upgraded DataCore Server, open a command prompt and run ‘net start dcsx’ and then open the DataCore 

SANsymphony-V Management Console.  

http://www.datacore.com/Software/Products/SANsymphony-V-Prerequisites.aspx
http://www.datacore.com/Software/Products/SANsymphony-V-Prerequisites.aspx
http://datacore.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/1277
http://www.datacore.com/SSV-webhelp/Backing_Up_and_Restoring_Configuration_Files.htm
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5 Perform a rescan by right-clicking the DataCore Server in the left pane and selecting Rescan Ports from the actions menu. 
6 Start the DataCore Server from the DataCore Servers Panel and wait for the status to change from 'stopped' to 'running'. 
7 In the Microsoft Windows Services panel, reset the DataCore Executive service to Automatic start. 
8 Wait until all mirrored virtual disks have recovered and are marked 'on-line'.  Check that all running hosts see the path to this 

DataCore Server before proceeding with the pre-upgrade instructions on the next DataCore Server, and then continue the upgrade 
of that server. Repeat for all servers in the configuration. 

9 Reactivate the server license key to add new features available in SANsymphony-V 9.0 (for example, the Heatmap Viewer). 
Reactivate the license keys if new licenses have been provided, otherwise existing 8.X license keys are valid.  

Upgrading Management Consoles 
 Upgrading stand-alone Management Consoles may be performed at any time, however if there are DataCore Servers without the 

Management Console component in the configuration, the Management Console must be upgraded first in order to monitor status 
during the upgrade. 

 If installing only the Management Console component, close the Management Console window and run the SANsymphony-V 
executable. No restart is required. 

Host Considerations 
 If using DataCore MPIO, Microsoft Windows 2008 R2, 2012 or 2012 R2 hosts may be upgraded to the MPIO version in the Host 

Integration Kit 2.0 before installing this SANsymphony-V release to take advantage of fixes and enhancements. See the Host 
Integration Kit Release Notes for detailed instructions. Older Microsoft Windows Host OSs should continue running DataCore MPIO 
3.0.2. 

 For configurations using DataCore VSS, install the VSS component in the DataCore Host Integration Kit 2.0 on all Windows 2008 
R2, 2012 or 2102 R2 hosts using VSS. Previous versions of VSS are not supported with SANsymphony-V 9.X. 

 For configurations using the SANsymphony-V Cmdlets for Windows PowerShell on Windows hosts, including products such as 
DataCore SCOM Management Pack, Storage Replication Adapter, Hitachi Analyzer Plug-in or the vSphere Plug-In for 
SANsymphony-V, install the cmdlets using this SANsymphony-V installation package. Do not install the cmdlets from the DataCore 
Host Integration Kit 1.0. 

A Note about Upgrading and Storage Profiles 
Changes were made to the notion of Storage Profiles between SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP1 Update1 and 9.0 PSP2. 
The Mirror Recovery Priority of a virtual disk is now set through the Disk Storage Profile, along with the Storage Performance Class  
and Replication Transfer Priority. 

         
 The appropriate value for recovery priority was added to the set of existing, predefined storage profiles (Low, Critical, etc). In cases 

where the recovery priority set for a virtual disk does not match the recovery priority value of the storage profile assigned to the virtual 
disk (for example, the recovery priority is Low, but the storage profile is Critical), a new user-defined storage profile will be created during 
the upgrade, using the virtual disk recovery priority and its storage profile performance class and replication priority, and assigned to the 
virtual disk. These storage profiles may be modified after the upgrade. 

Post-Upgrade/Installation 
Once the upgrade or new installation has been completed, generate and upload mini Support Bundles for all DataCore Servers in  
the Server Group. Open a new incident by sending an email to support@datacore.com and including 
‘<Your Customer name> - Mini Bundle’ in the Subject line. This data may be used as a baseline for future troubleshooting, if needed.   

Known Issues 
 

 Installation  
o When updating the SANsymphony-V management console component on a Microsoft Windows 7 system, a pop up message 

is displayed stating that SANsymphony-V might not have installed correctly, although it has. Select ‘This program installed 
correctly’ to continue.  

o The DataCore iSCSI driver will not install if there are no network interface cards with an IP address configured. An iSCSI error 
message will be displayed during installation. 

o If a DataCore Server has no Internet access, software installation can take a significant amount of time. To correct this 
problem: 

1. Open Internet Explorer. Select the Tools menu, and choose Options.  
2. In the Advanced tab, scroll down to the Security section and clear the Check for Publisher's Certificate 

Revocation check box. Click OK. 
 This setting may be changed at any time during the installation of the software; there is no need to cancel an installation 

already in progress. It will take effect immediately. 

 Hosts with Microsoft Windows 2012 or 2012 R2:  UNMAP and CDP on NTFS volumes  
Specifying a Microsoft Windows 2012 host type in SANsymphony-V host properties, and then formatting or deleting numerous files 
on NTFS volumes on the host, will result in multiple zero writes and higher backend IO load.  CDP logs could fill quickly and may 
lead to rollbacks expiring or causing de-staging to be blocked. Leaving the host setting as Microsoft Windows will not detect the disk 
as thin provisioned and will not issue unmaps when using NTFS. 

 HP WBEM Utility on DataCore Servers 
If the HP WBEM utility is running on a DataCore Server, set the DataCore Executive Service startup type to Automatic (Delayed 
Start) to avoid long delays when starting the DataCore Server. 

 Automatic Reclamation 
Automatic reclamation may not occur for dual virtual disks in a shared pool. Manual reclamation may be required.   
 

mailto:support@datacore.com
http://jira/browse/SSV-8050
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 Replication  
o Before beginning any update, systems restart, or restart of the DataCore Executive service, confirm that all replication streams 

are fully initialized, and are not in log mode.  If these actions must be performed and any replications aren’t in a normal 
streaming condition, a full initialization will be required. 

o Do not  switch from the Offline Initialization type to Online Initialization, after Offline Initialization has completed on the 
source/active side (Offline Initialization status is ‘Waiting to initialize standby side’). Doing so will prevent online initialization 
from starting and the source and destination will not be synchronized. Instead, split the replication pair and recreate it using the 
Online Initialization type. Note: The type may be changed before the source/active side offline initialization has completed 
(status is ‘Active, XX% completed.). Online Initialization will begin. 

 Adding Disks to a Pool 
Adding a large number of physical disks to a pool may cause the management console to timeout. To avoid this, add disks one at a 
time to a pool. 

 Stopping the DataCore Server 
Stopping the server may take longer than a minute, which could result in a timeout in the user interface, even though the command 
completes successfully. Check the Services applet to determine whether the DataCore Executive service has stopped.  

 Performance Recording 
o The Backup SANsymphony-V feature does not include the Performance Recording database when it resides on a DataCore 

Server, thus the performance recording data will be lost when restoring after upgrading or rebuilding an operating system. 
o Depending on the physical hardware, the Performance Recording database resides on, when recording a large number of 

counters, timeouts may occur, resulting in some data not being recorded. Event log messages will be posted. Consider 
reducing the number of counters being recorded if this occurs. 

o Depending on the physical hardware, the Performance Recording database resides on, when recording a large number of 
counters on a local performance recording database that becomes full, stale data may not be deleted as fast as new data is 
recorded. When this occurs, reading and recording performance data will stop until deletion operations are complete. Event log 
messages will be posted. Consider reducing the number of counters being recorded if this occurs. 

o If data is recorded on a backup database (either on the primary server, or on the local server), it will not be available for 
viewing once the primary server and database connection is restored. 

o Live performance graphs may sometimes contain gaps because of delays in reporting the data to be displayed. 

 DataCore Emulex Driver Installation 
 In configurations on Microsoft Windows 2012 or 2012 R2 with Emulex Fibre Channel adapters and the native Storport driver 

configured on the server, the DataCore Emulex driver will not install correctly. A message is posted in the event log: "The DataCore 
Emulex driver could not initialize the adapter on bus X, slot X, function X because it could not map some of the resources for that 
adapter. This may be due to a critical shortage of system resources." Using the Microsoft Device Manager, uninstall the DataCore 
driver and do to a port rescan to reinstall it. Alternatively, first install the Emulex Management Interface Library (MILI) utility  and start 
the service before installing SANsymphony-V. This utility is included as part of the Emulex OneCommand Manager (OCM) 
Application, available from the Emulex website, and installs as a service, which is set to "Manual" by default. Start the service to 
allow the DataCore driver installation to succeed; it may be stopped again afterwards.  Contact Emulex support for further 
information. 

 Host Operating Systems 
Some host operating systems, such as VMware ESX 4.X, will not recognize virtual disks that are designated as 2 TBs or larger. To 
resolve this when configuring virtual disks, select a slightly smaller size, such as 2047 GB.  ESX 5.0 can utilize virtual disks that are 
larger than 2 TB if they are formatted with the VMFS-5 file system, however files may not be larger than 2 TB. ESX 5.5 will allow 
files as large as 62 TB. 

 SANsymphony-V Help 
o SANsymphony-V online help may be opened with Windows Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox and Safari browsers. The Opera 

browser is not supported. 
o When a topic link is clicked in online help topics with Windows Internet Explorer 10, the topic doesn't appear in the right pane. 

To view topics, drag the frame between the left and right panes slightly in either direction or resize the browser.  
o The glossary is not displayed when the Local Help file is run from a DataCore Server running Microsoft Windows Server 2012 

or 2012 R2. 

 Support Bundles 
 The performance recording error logs are sometimes not included in the support bundles. If this occurs, the logs may be collected 

manually from the local application data folder associated with the user account that the SQL service is running under. Navigate to 
the sub folder \Microsoft\Microsoft SQL Server Local DB\Instances\v11.0 and collect all files in this location with the extension .log. 

 Removing Physical Disks 
 Remove aliases for physical disks before permanently removing physical disks from the system. To do this, right click on the 

physical disk, select Rename, and remove the alias name. If this is not done, a message will be displayed (“Physical disk "Disk 
Name" already exists in the configuration.”) and the alias may not be reused.  

 Shared Physical Disks and Pools 
o To prevent uncoordinated access to shared physical disks, join DataCore Servers in a server group before configuring disk 

pools. 
o While reclamation is being performed on a virtual disk in a shared disk pool, the allocated storage amounts displayed may 

differ on the DataCore Servers.   
o While reclamation is being performed on a virtual disk in a shared disk pool, deleting the virtual disks and then the pool will not 

delete the pool from both DataCore Servers.  
o Resizing a virtual disk in a shared disk pool while I/O is running may cause a failure. 
o An error occurs after resizing a single virtual disk from a shared disk pool and then attempting to convert it to a dual virtual disk.  

(Error message: "The virtual disk source size is smaller than the other sources comprising the virtual disk.") 
To resolve this issue, rescan ports on all DataCore Servers after resizing the virtual disk and before attempting to convert to a 

dual virtual disk.  
 Replacing Storage Sources 

Do not replace a storage source served to a Windows 2012 or 2012 R2 host unless the virtual disks involved have been quiesced.  
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 Missing disk and Off-line disk pool status meanings were modified in SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP2.  Missing disk status indicates 
one or more disk pool mirrors are inaccessible. Off-line indicates one or more non-mirrored pool disks are failed or missing. See 
SANsymphony-V help for details. 

 Virtual Disk Reserved Space 
After upgrading from a previous version, mirror recovery will not start and new virtual disks may not be created if the ‘reserved 
space’ size is equal to the virtual disk size.  Reduce or remove the reserved space. 

 Handling Off-line Disk Pools 
 When one or more non-mirrored physical disks in a disk pool are failed or missing, the pool is off-lined and must be deleted. Follow 

these steps to free allocated space and preserve mirrored virtual disks before deleting and recreating the pool.   
1.            Free allocated space in the off-line pool:  

•            Mirrored virtual disks can be split and unserved resulting in two single virtual disks. Then the single virtual disk in the 
off-line pool can be deleted.  

•             Single virtual disks are provided no fault tolerance. If the storage source becomes faulty, the data will be lost. Delete 
any single virtual disks. 

•             Dual virtual disks are provided no fault tolerance beyond that provided by the array. If the array has no fault tolerance, 
access to data is lost. Delete the dual virtual disks. 

2.            Delete the pool. (It is not necessary to wait for virtual disk reclamation to complete.) 
3.            Recreate the pool with healthy physical disks.  
4.            Add mirrors to single virtual disks from the new pool. 

  Also refer to Known Issues in the non-DataCore Products FAQ #1277. 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 Update4 
 

 Added support for new Qlogic 8GB fibre channel sub-models. 
Critical Fixes 

 Problem: In certain configurations, after a reboot or when virtualization is stopped/started on a DataCore Server, the partner server 
may mirror data to an incorrect disk. 
Cause: Existing symbolic links to the mirror disk from some third-party applications were incorrectly preserved and prevented 
closing the disk when the connection was lost. When access to a remote disk was re-established, this invalid mirror link may be 
used.  
Resolution: A code change was made to prevent an incorrect mirror link to be used after the connection to a remote disk is lost. 

 Problem: In certain circumstances, large I/O writes were not correctly processed. 
Cause: For SCSI write commands that are greater 1MB, the status of each intermediate write command was not being checked; 
only the final write command, resulting in the possibility of good status being returned for the SCSI command when part of it failed.  
Resolution: Check that the status of each sub-command is good before continuing to issue the next write. 

 Problem: In certain circumstances (small cache size, under heavy load and with multiple hosts active), a system crash occurred in 

the DataCore cache driver. 
Cause: A coding issue in the cache driver resulted in an invalid buffer pointer when multiple hosts accessed the buffer 
simultaneously. 
Resolution:  A code change was made in the driver to correct this problem.  

 Problem:  In certain configurations, if a mirror log recovery was interrupted due to I/O failure, the subsequent log recovery omitted 
recovery of some data. 
Cause: Certain I/O failure completion conditions were not recognized as requiring subsequent recovery.  The ranges  
of the mirrored virtual disk associated with some completed mirror recovery operations were not marked for subsequent recovery. 
Resolution: A code change was made to reset those areas of the virtual disk for subsequent log recovery.  

Fixes 

 Problem:  A system crash occurred in the DataCore snapshot driver when deleting snapshot relationships while under heavy I/O 
load. 
Cause:  A logic error existed when deleting a snapshot relationship. 
Resolution:  A code change was made in the snapshot relationship deletion function. 

 Problem: While under load, a system crash occurred after a full snapshot operation completed. 
Cause: A timing issue in the completion code for snapshot caused elements on work queues to be invalid. 
Resolution: A code change was made to correct the completion function for full snapshots. 

 Problem:  A system crash occurred in the DataCore storage pool driver when deleting the first mirrored physical disk. 
Cause: Unallocated memory was incorrectly being accessed because of an invalid pointer. 
Resolution: A code change was made to use the correct pointer. 

 Problem:  When a server port is no longer present physically on the system, there is a management console option to remove this 
port, but there was no PowerShell cmdlet to perform this same operation. 
Resolution: Make the Remove-DcsServerPort cmdlet available. 

 Problem: A system crash occurred during an upgrade to SANsymphony-V when Emulex HBAs were installed. 
Cause: A non-maskable interrupt (NMI) occurred when the HBA was reset. 
Resolution: Reworked the code to reset the Emulex board. 

 Problem: The DataCore Executive service terminated unexpectedly and restarted while virtual disk reclamation is occurring.  
Resolution: A code change was made to modify the manner this function was implemented.  

 Problem:  A VMware host was not notified that a reservation for a virtual disk had been cleared.  
Cause: When a virtual disk’s reservation was erroneously cleared, a Unit Attention flag was not delivered to the initiator that had the 
reservation removed because of a communication failure between mirrored DataCore Servers.  
Resolution: Deliver the Unit Attention to the VMware host.  

 Problem:  In certain configurations, if a mirror log recovery was interrupted due to I/O failure, the subsequent log recovery omitted 
recovery of some data. 
Cause: Certain I/O failure completion conditions were not recognized as requiring subsequent recovery.  The ranges  
of the mirrored virtual disk associated with some completed mirror recovery operations were not marked for subsequent recovery. 
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Resolution: A code change was made to reset those areas of the virtual disk for subsequent log recovery.  
 

Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 Update3 
 

 Problem:  SANsymphony 9.0 PSP4 Update2 failed to update configurations with shared pools on DataCore Servers running 
SANsymphony 9.0 PSP3, PSP3 U1 or PSP3 U2. 
Cause:  An upgrade script run during installation expected a cmdlet parameter that wasn’t supported in these versions. 
Resolution:  Updated the script to no longer rely on this parameter. 

 Problem:  A system crash in the storage pool driver could occur when using space reclamation on a virtual disk whose size had 
been reduced or in rare cases where certain I/O operations associated with space reclamation failed. 
Cause:  An I/O completion routine was implemented incorrectly. 
Resolution:  A code change was made to the completion routine to correct the issue. 

 Problem:  In specific scenarios where a mirrored virtual disk is in an unhealthy condition and is the source disk of an in-progress 
ESX virtual machine migration, third party XCOPY commands could copy stale data to the destination disk. 
Cause:  XCOPY commands were incorrectly allowed to succeed even though a VM source or destination volume was marked as 
inaccessible to a host.  
Resolution:  Fail these commands appropriately when the virtual disk is not healthy.  

Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 Update2 

Critical Fixes 
 

 Problem: A disk pool with all healthy physical disks could be marked offline in scenarios where both virtual disk reclamation and 
migration is occurring. 
Cause:  A timing issue existed, resulting in two different SAUs (Storage Allocation Unit) illegally pointing to the same disk offset. 
Resolution:  Update the disk pool SAU allocation information before allowing a migration to complete.  

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 Update1 
 

 Enhancement: Added support for the HP SN1000 Host Bus Adapter 
 

 Problem: In SANsymphony-V 9.0 PSP4 hosts might lose access to virtual disks after adding a mirror volume to an existing single 
virtual disk. 
Cause:  An incorrect disk size was calculated when configuring the new mirrored virtual disk. 
Resolution:  Correct the size calculation.  

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP4 
 

   Enhancements 
 

  Enhancement: Improved reports, including adding additional fields and column totals. 
 

 Enhancement: Log Management Console errors and user warning dialog messages in the SANsymphony-V event log.  
 

 Enhancement:  Added the ability to monitor and reset Fibre Channel link errors per port from the System Health page in the 
Management Console. Added additional performance counters for these errors. 

 

 Enhancement: Added a new status and icon to indicate when a disk pool is healthy, but has no more available space. 
 

 Enhancement: Increase the number of counters that may be added to Recorded and Live Performance to 50.  
 

 Enhancement: Added support for Qlogic QLE2662 and Emulex 11002-s Fibre Channel controllers. 
 

Critical Fixes 
 Problem: When I/Os to physical backend disks did not complete within a reasonable time, the DataCore Server would eventually 

hang or hosts would lose access to data. 
Resolution: Modify the code to fail new I/Os to a disk that has an I/O that cannot complete and return the appropriate check 
condition to force the host to fail over, if this is a mirrored disk.   
 

 Problem: A system crash occurred after the failure of a backend storage array.   
Cause: In certain failure situations, a cache command buffer was unnecessarily created and then incorrectly used. 
Resolution: A code change was made to prevent the buffer from being created. 

 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore Snapshot driver during snapshot creation via VSS. 
Cause: Incorrect formatting of a log message caused a non-paged pool buffer to overflow.  
Resolution: A change was made to the way some log messages are formatted.  
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Fixes  
Management Console, DataCore Executive Service 
 

  Problem: The Server Information tab and the Server Setting pie chart information displayed incorrect values for the DataCore cache 
size.  
Cause: The DataCore Cache driver was reporting incomplete information. 
Resolution: Return the correct data for cache size.  
 

  Problem: Incorrect values for disk pool free space were included in reports. 
Resolution: Report the correct values.   
 

 Problem: Disk Pool usage percentages were not displayed in the pool list. 
Resolution: Display the disk pool usage percentages in the pool list. 
 

  Problem: In some cases, the Bytes Over-subscribed value was invalid in the Disk Pools tab in the Management Console. 
Cause: The value was not rounded up when the virtual disk size was not a multiple of the Storage Allocation Unit. 
Resolution: Correctly calculate and display this value. 
 

  Problem: The reclamation values in the disk pool allocation map did not match the data displayed in the pie chart. 
Cause: The refresh timers were not synchronized in these two displays. 
Resolution: Explicitly refresh these values on certain operations. 
 

 Problem: When adding the LUN, Preferred Server and Alternate Server columns, information was not displayed in the virtual disk 
list view. 
Cause: These columns were not valid in that context. 
Resolution: Hide these columns when not appropriate.   
 

 Problem: After a storage source replacement, the DataCore Executive Service reported mirror paths as not present when they were 
present.  
Cause: A rescan was not issued after the replace operation.  
Resolution: Issue a rescan in this scenario.  
 

 Problem: The DataCore Executive Service exited when replacing a virtual disk in a shared pool with one from a non-shared pool. 
Cause: An exception occurred because of a configuration validation check.  
Resolution: A code change was made to prevent this exception. 

 
 

 Problem:  A virtual disk created using the ‘use as’ template caused the original virtual disk to no longer be available on hosts. 
Cause: Virtual disks created from a template virtual disk had the same object device ID and SCSI serial number. 
Resolution: When copying a virtual disk using the "use as template", remove the SCSI device id so that a new one will be created 
for the new disk. 
 

 Problem: Physical disks continued to be displayed in the Management Console, although they had been unmapped and were no 
longer available.  
Cause: An exception occurred during the removal process because of a timing error. 
Resolution: A code change was made to correct the timing error.  

 

Auto-tiering 
 

  Problem: Storage Allocation Unit rebalancing was inconsistent when new disks were added to the same tier in a disk pool.  
Cause: The algorithm used for the migration plan when new disks are added was mistakenly omitting disks that were previously 
balanced.  
Resolution: Modify the algorithm so that disks are correctly balanced when new disks are added.  
 

Fibre Channel and iSCSI 
 

  Problem: In hosts with the Qlogic QLE10000 series adapter with FabricCache enabled, Microsoft Cluster SQL Servers were unable 
to failover. 
Cause: SCSI Persistent Reserve commands were sent to both DataCore Servers simultaneously, causing a deadlock.  
Resolution: Deadlock-resolution logic was added to one of the DataCore drivers. Note: The latest Qlogic driver and firmware is also 
required on the host.  
 

 Problem: Resetting or enabling/disabling initiator ports on HP-UX hosts within a short period of time, resulted in disk errors.  
 Cause: After an initiator port logged out and then back in, excessive SCSI Unit Attention check condition statuses were returned. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to return only one Unit Attention check condition status after an initiator port logs out or for 

other non-HPUX ports sharing the same DataCore FrontEnd port, if no mode information changed as a result of this logout. 
 

 Problem:  Redundant mirror paths were not being utilized in some cases and mirror virtual disks would fail. 
Resolution: Retry internal SCSI pass-thru commands based on the failure status. 
 

SNMP 
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  Problem:  DataCore SNMP was inadvertently unlicensed in SANsymphony 9.0PSP3 and PSP3 Update 1. 
Resolution: Restore SNMP support. 
  

Disk Pools 
 

 Problem:  The time to remove a physical disk from a disk pool was excessive.   
 Cause: The migration algorithm didn’t take advantage of times when no host I/O was occurring to better utilize disk bandwidth.   
 Resolution: Detect the case when a storage pool has no host I/O and increase the migration I/O size. 

 

 Problem: When replacing multiple virtual disks, the Reserved Space value was incorrectly set for all virtual disks to the value for the 
last virtual disk.  
Resolution: Correctly set this value per virtual disk. 
 

 Problem:  Erroneous low available space alert was created for shared disk pools. 
Cause: A timing error caused invalid values for allocated space to be returned if requested during a pool refresh operation. 
Resolution: Change the way performance data values are saved during a refresh operation. 
 

 Problem:  When a new shared disk pool was created and disks added, in the Disk Pool details, Space Reclamation values were 0 
and no performance statistics were available. 

 Cause: The shared pool physical disk index was invalid, causing the call to get performance information to fail.  
Resolution: A code change was made to correct this issue. 

 

 Problem: A disk pool could not be deleted, although the physical disks in the pool were failed.  
Cause: When the physical disk partition could not be deleted for some reason, subsequently deleting the pool would also fail.   
Resolution: A code change was made to allow the pool to be deleted even if the partition deletion failed. To reuse this physical 
disk, manually delete the partition from the Microsoft Windows Disk Management console. 
 

 Problem: After maintenance, a disk pool was incorrectly reported as offline. 
Cause:  Information about the physical disks was incorrectly reported because of a double failure while recording this information. 
Resolution: A code change was made to prevent this, and additional logging was added for future troubleshooting. 
 

PowerShell 

 
 Problem: Several corrections for issues with SANsymphony-V PowerShell cmdlets. 

 
Snapshot 

 
 Problem: The Create Snapshot operation failed when no mapstore pool had been specified.  

Resolution:  Proactively warn when no mapstore has been set when the Create Snapshot button is chosen. 
 

 Problem: The DataCore Cache driver failed to stop during a shutdown of the DataCore Server.  
Cause: An I/O error that occurred during a snapshot migration caused an I/O to not be freed in the cache. This prevented the 
shutdown from completing. 
Resolution:  A code change was made to free all outstanding I/Os. 
 

Performance Recording 
 

 Problem: When configuring a SQL database, entering an existing SQL database name that was not a DataCore performance 
recording database would result in SANsymphony-V automatically adding DataCore schema tables and other information to this 
database.  
Resolution: Improve the SQL Connection to not interfere with existing non-DataCore databases. 
 

Support Bundles 
 

 Problem: An exception occurred while collecting support bundles and the operation did not complete. 
Cause: A timing issue occurred during the connection of a PowerShell session and a failed connection notification. 
Resolution: Add a delay after connecting, before issuing commands.  
 

 Problem: Support bundle creation failed with a message stating that cab files could not be created.  
Cause: When cab file size exceeds a specific limit, the files are deleted. 

 Resolution: Support bundles are now created in .zip file format, which has no such size limit. 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP3 Update2 
 

  Problem: Hosts running Citrix Xen Server did not failback to an available path when using 9.0 PSP3. 
  Cause: A regression was introduced in PSP3, so that information was sent to the host to failback before the path was available.  
  Resolution: Code was modified to inform the host that a path was again healthy at the appropriate time. 

 
  

  Problem:  The connection to the DataCore Executive service would sometimes fail in very large configurations.  
Cause: A buffer for communication to the service was too small for large configurations. 
Resolution: Increase the size of the buffer.  
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Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP3 Update1 
 New Feature: Shared Storage Pool Space Reclamation: 

o Reclamation will occur for one virtual disk at a time. 
o Additional status types and "reclamation pending or reclaiming" state of a virtual disk is displayed in the Virtual Disk page 

in the management console. 
o Status information is retained over a system restart. 

 

 Problem:  The configuration journal file grew to 4 GB, causing the DataCore Executive service to exit. 
Cause: When a replication partner group connected or disconnected, an invalid journal entry was added to the journal file.   
Resolution: Do not store invalid journal entries if a virtual disk is not replicated.   

 

 Problem:  Could not connect to the SANsymphony user interface following the removal of a DataCore server from a server group. 
 Cause: The removed server’s information was not cleared from the configuration file because of a logic error when in the 

Performance Recording code.  
                 Resolution: A code change was made when removing a configured recording server. 
 

 Problem:  After upgrading to SANsymphony 9.0 PSP3, an error message was posted (“Warning: Configuration file parse error! 
Default value for AutoTieringCoolingTimeout will be used”.). 
Cause: An auto-tiering timeout setting was too large for the field size.  
Resolution: Change the field size. 

 

 Problem: A memory dump was not added when collecting a crash support bundle. 
Cause: An exception occurred while collecting a memory dump.  
Resolution: A code change was made to correct a regression in the collection code.  

 

 Problem: Assigning or deleting ports, or changing MPIO/ALUA settings was not allowed on VMware ESX VM hosts. Also, in the 
Serve Virtual Disk wizard, the Advanced VMware Options page was visible and should not have been available for virtual machines. 
Cause: The check to verify that a client is a VMware ESX server versus a virtual machine created on the ESX hosts was incorrect. 
Resolution: A code change was made to identify VMware ESX servers correctly. 

 

 Problem: In certain scenarios under heavy migration load, a write I/O was not sent to one DataCore Server when migrating Storage 
Allocation Units (SAUs) in a shared storage pool environment.  
Cause: A locking issue existed when starting migration.   
Resolution: A code change was made to the locking functions for migration of SAUs. 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP3 

What’s New 
 Performance Recording Improvements:  

o Central Repository Database using Microsoft SQL 2008 or 2012 Edition. Note: The database software must be purchased and 
installed separately on the SQL server and is not included as part of the SANsymphony-V software. 

o PowerShell cmdlets for Performance Recording.  

 Simplified Virtual Disk Creation: Using an existing virtual disk as a template, easily create one or more new virtual disks with 
identical attributes, such as type, storage sources, size, reserved space, storage profile, mirror paths, data protection settings, 
preferred snapshot pool setting, and virtual disk group.  

 Replication Improvements: Improved initialization features and faster bandwidth utilization. Important Note: Non-Paged Pool 
memory requirements have been increased by 7MB per source replication virtual disk.  

 Virtual Disk Group Improvements: Ability to specify a "Preferred Snapshot Pool" per virtual disk to be used to create snapshot 
destinations volumes. 

 Management Console Improvements for Large Configurations  
o Host Groups:  Hosts can be grouped to allow operations to be performed simultaneously on the entire group. Virtual disks can 

be served to or unserved from the group simultaneously with a single command. PowerShell cmdlets to perform these 
operations have also been added. 

o Added a Collapse option to panels for improved readability. 

 Fibre Channel HBAs: Added support for 16GB Qlogic HBAs (QLE 26XX). 

 PowerShell cmdlets have been added for storage profiles. 

Snapshot 
 New Feature: Define a default snapshot pool per virtual disk and use the default snapshot pool to create snapshots. Open the 

Create Snapshot wizard for creating snapshots even if the snapshot preferred pool was set. In this case the preferred snapshot pool 
will be preselected in the list. Issue a warning if it’s a pool other than the preferred snapshot pool. Also reset the preferred snapshot 
pool if the virtual disk is split and unserved to remove the side on the server for the snapshot pool. 

 Problem: After a snapshot mapstore was created and then deleted, the mapstore volume could not be re-used. 
 Cause: A timing issue caused the incomplete removal of the mapstore volume, which prevented subsequent re-use. 
 Resolution: Allow recreation of a ‘not present’ snapshot mapstore when creating a new snapshot.  

User Interface  
 Enhancement: Added a date/time stamp to operations in the operations panel to indicate when a command is started. 

 Problem: Data rates for iSCSI 10GB Network Interface Cards were incorrectly displayed as 1014 in the Port Info tab.  
Cause: The structure used get the value from the card was not large enough for the high data rate values.  
Resolution: Display the correct value by assuming that any value returned higher than 1 Gbps is 10 Gbps. 

 Problem: After clicking on an item in the DataCore Server left pane in the management console, the selected item was correctly 
highlighted in the right pane, but the highlighted bar on the left moved up to the server group.  

http://jira/browse/SSV-4659
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 Cause: The selection refresh logic incorrectly defaulted to the root item in the left pane. 
 Resolution: The selection refresh routine was modified to correct this problem.  

 Problem: The rename menu option was not displayed for physical disks in disk pools in the server panel. 
 Cause: The items displayed for pools could include mirrored disks, displayed as "Disk 1 | Disk 2", so there was no way to identify 

which disk to rename, so the menu item was not displayed.  
 Resolution: Display the Rename menu for non-mirrored pool disks. Also allow renaming of a shared pool disk. 

 Problem: The LUN, Preferred Server and Alternate Server information was not displayed in the virtual disk list when viewed from 
the host’s virtual disks tab.  

 Cause: These fields were missing from the interface. 
 Resolution: Add the missing fields.  

 Problem: After modifying available space thresholds in the disk pool settings panel, the Apply button is disabled and settings could 
not be saved. 

 Resolution:  A code change was made in the user interface to enable the Apply button when changes are made in this panel.  

 Problem: A task’s "Last start time" and "Last stop time" were incorrect when SANsymphony-V was installed on a system with a 
Japanese language operating system.  

 Cause: The system time was not converted to local time correctly. 
 Resolution: Convert the system time correctly.  

 Problem: After a power failure on systems with a UPS, a log event was posted stating that the DataCore Server cache was set to 
write-through mode, however in the management console, the server details display still showed the write caching as ‘enabled’. 
Additionally, when the power was restored, another log message was posting stating the caching was then enabled, however the 
server details display showed that caching was disabled. 

 Cause: The state information was not updated correctly in the management console when UPS events were received and 
processed. 

 Resolution: Update the state property in the display when the cache state is changed.  

Performance Recording 
 Problem:  In Recorded Performance, average times were greater than maximum times for the Target Read counter. 
 Cause: The Average Time / IO (read or write) counters were computed incorrectly. The raw values were correctly stored in the 

database, but when displayed on the chart they were computed as per second instead of as per I/O.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to correct the algorithm for computing latency counters. In addition, the recording manager 

will detect dependencies of newly added counters to the session and will automatically add them to the recording session as well. 

Replication 
 Problem: Data was not de-staged to the replication server after an upgrade to SANsymphony-V 9.0. 
 Cause: The loopback disk was failed because of a duplicate loopback disk ID from a previous installation. 
 Resolution: Modified the way physical disks are matched to virtual disks. Also upon discovering that the virtual disk does not have 

a serial number on startup, update it in the configuration file to match the ID.  

Support Improvements 
 Enhancement: Added a new default Support Bundle type (Standard) which bundles only the most recent 7 days of activity. This 

smaller bundle will facilitate faster support bundle uploads to DataCore Customer Service. 

 Problem: Creating a Support Bundle from the Management Console failed, however the bundle could be successfully created when 
using PowerShell cmdlets or by executing a command from the command line. 

 Cause: The support bundle files were gathered, however creating a cab file for transfer failed, and the original files were deleted. 
 Resolution: Changes to the Support Bundle script file were made to correct the problem.  

  Continuous Data Protection 
 Enhancement: Improved the way zero writes to CDP volumes are handled to smooth out and improve data de-staging 

performance. 

  High Availability 
 Problem: After a "split and unserve" of a virtual disk served to Microsoft or VMware Cluster hosts, the disk became inaccessible.  
 Cause: A mapping that was removed held a persistent SCSI reservation. 
 Resolution: During a split operation, do not release the reservation but let the cluster logic handle the arbitration. 

 Problem: Under heavy loads, mirrored virtual disks became inaccessible on both DataCore Servers and hosts lost access to their 
data. 

 Cause: SCSI reservations were incorrectly allowed to the virtual disk when I/O was sent from multiple hosts to the same cache 
block, causing both sides of the mirror to fail. 

 Resolution: Code changes were made to correctly handle SCSI reservations to a virtual disk. 

  Storage Pools 
 Problem: Disk pool rebalancing and storage allocation unit (SAU) migration halted after some time period. 
 Cause: The migration timer overflowed after a period of 24 days. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to the timer implementation to correct this. 

 Problem: Deletion of a physical disk caused storage allocation unit migration or decommissioning to halt. 
 Cause: A logic error in the migration scheduling occurred when there was not enough space left in the tier from which the disk was 

removed or it was the last disk in a tier. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to ensure that migration and decommissioning scheduling works as designed.  

 Problem: Auto-tiering migration statistics were not always current. 
 Cause: In-memory statistics were not flushed to disk on a timely basis, allowing for migration statistics data to be lost in the case of 

a failure, or stale data to be included in support bundles. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to close the file, forcing the data to be written to disk.  Create backups of the files on regular 

intervals. 

 Problem: While storage pool reclamation was occurring or had just completed, data corruption could occur in certain rare scenarios.  
 Cause: When the last SAU (Storage Allocation Unit) reclaimed contained no data and was at a certain disk offset, a locking issue 

caused data for that SAU to be written to an incorrect address, and would be subsequently reused. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to clear the pointer on every SAU removal.  

  Fibre Channel and iSCSI  
 Enhancement: Added support for the Emulex HP-LPe1205a Host Bus Adapter. 

http://jira/browse/SSV-7193
http://jira/browse/SSV-5829
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 Problem: When more than 126 initiators logged in to the same target port, the Fibre Channel driver reset the HBA, disrupting traffic 
on all ports. 

 Resolution: Prevent the HBA from being reset by the Fibre Channel driver when exceeding 126 ports logged in, to allow the port to 
continue operating and handling IO.  

 Problem: After an I/O timeout, a bus reset continually occurred every 10 seconds. 
 Cause: The bus reset did not complete all outstanding I/Os as expected, so the timed out I/O/bus reset cycle continued. 
 Resolution: A code change was made in the Fibre Channel driver to send a marker to complete all outstanding I/Os after a bus 

reset. 

 Problem: In some cases, Fibre Channel initiators would not log back in after a logout.   
Cause: Overlapped logout requests were pending on a port. 
Resolution: Track outstanding logouts to all ports and don’t issue a logout when a logout or login is pending.  

 Problem: Default values for Fibre Channel Advanced Port Settings Max Initiator and Max Target commands were always set to 
256 instead of the correct default values. 

 Resolution: A code change was made correctly retrieve the default values from the Fibre Channel driver.  

 Problem: The DataCore Server did not rediscover failed paths to storage disks when redundant storage connection was restored, 
when Emulex HBA are used as backend storage ports. 

 Cause: The DataCore Emulex driver was not sending notification of a bus reset after a switch port was re-enabled.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to send this notification.  

 Problem: A port could not be deleted from Windows Device Manager and an error message was displayed stating that the port was 
in use. 

 Cause: Invalid device information was retained in the configuration file. 
 Resolution: Delete any invalid information when reloading the configuration. 

 Problem: An error (“Physical disk not ready”) occurred when attempting to create a pass-through disk from a physical disk. 
 Cause: When the iSCSI initiator disconnected and reconnected quickly, the device Plug and Play removal processing started, but 

the remote disk was not added again and the mirror path was marked as "Not Present". This occurred because the device removal 
command was not processed correctly. 

 Resolution: A code change was made to correctly process the removal command to restore the previous Plug and Play state. 

 Problem: Ports that have no role, such as LAN / Management ports, should not have been displayed in System Health as requiring 
"attention" because they were not connected. 

 Resolution: Ports with no roles are marked as ‘healthy’ when the port is not connected. Also, changed the port’s status and icons to 
reflect this.  

Executive Service 
 Problem: The DataCore executive service exited unexpectedly. 
 Cause: An untimely posting of a log message resulted in an unhandled Windows Communications Foundation (WCF) exception, 

causing the service to exit.  
 Resolution: Removed the log message.  

 Problem:  After a restart, hosts were unable to access virtual disks.  
 Cause: Configuration information was not communicated to the DataCore drivers. 
 Resolution: If an internal error occurs on a restart, automatically restart the Executive service to ensure configuration info is sent.  

 Problem: Invalid error messages were posted when system time clocks were adjusted by more than 30 seconds. 
 Cause: When the system clocks on different nodes were mismatched and then synchronized, the DataCore Executive service 

faulted which resulted in a reconnect to all core services. During that time, virtual disks changed state to failed and then to healthy.  
 Resolution: The inactivity timeout of the service was increased to accommodate a larger lapse in the system clock and prevent 

session disconnects. 

Storage Profiles 
 Problem: During an upgrade from SSV 9.0 PSP1 to PSP2, a new custom storage profile was created, however on every 

subsequent stop/start of the SANsymphony-V software, 1) the storage profiles were created again or 2) random storage profiles 
were created. 

 Cause: The newly created storage profiles were not synchronized in the configuration data during the upgrade, so subsequent 
restarts recreated them. 

 Resolution: Correctly synchronize storage profiles during an upgrade.  

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP2 Update1 
 Problem:  A workaround was required on a small number of configurations to complete the installation. 
 Cause: A call to enable PowerShell script execution timed out.  

Resolution: A code change was made to the way this function was implemented to eliminate the workaround. 

 Problem:  The installation process was aborted during an upgrade and an error posted regarding mismatched registry keys. 
 Cause: The check for registry keys was overly restrictive. 

Resolution: A code change was made to allow installation to proceed.  
 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP2 
 Critical Fixes 

 Problem:  After an upgrade from a previous version, the DataCore Servers would not restart and access from hosts was lost. 
 Cause: The configuration file contained invalid mappings for non-existent rollback volumes causing the DataCore Executive service 

to crash 
 Resolution: A code change was made to remove rollback information from the configuration after a rollback relationship is split. 

 Problem:  In configurations containing Emulex Fibre Channel adapters, a system crash occurred when upgrading. 
 Cause: The adapter did not respond to a certain initialization command within the timeout window. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to the Emulex initialization process. 

 Problem:  A system crash occurred in the DataCore iSCSI driver during disconnects. 
 Cause: A timing issue occurred during the disconnect socket process.  

http://jira.datacoresoftware.com/browse/SSV-6519
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 Resolution: A code change was made to check if the socket being reported by Windows as disconnected is still valid and known to 
the iSCSI driver, otherwise ignore it. 

 Problem:  A system crash occurred in the DataCore storage pool driver during heavy I/O. 
 Cause: A logic error existed in the list implementation in the pool driver. 
 Resolution: Modified the list function in the driver.  

 Problem:  A system crash occurred in the DataCore storage pool driver when removing a mirror from a physical disk. 
 Cause: A timing issue existed when deleting the disk while there was outstanding I/O. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to address the timing issue. 

 Problem:  In certain configurations, a system crash occurred on a DataCore Server with a Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI). 
 Cause: The NMI occurred when dumping the Qlogic firmware after an internal error. This internal error could be produced 

spontaneously by a fabric event, or a manual port re-initialization which causes many fabric events that also may produce an 
internal error.  

 Resolution: A code change was made to the firmware dumping routine. 
Fixes 

 Problem: The CDP feature could not be disabled from the Virtual Disk Settings menu. 
 Cause: The delete checkbox was incorrectly grayed out.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to activate the checkbox. 

 Problem: Paths on hosts running DataCore MPIO did not reappear after a successful failover. 
 Cause: The number of paths were incorrectly calculated when a host had more than one initiator connected to the virtual disk. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to count the number of paths on all initiators present in the same host and connected to the 

same virtual disk, locally and remotely. 

 Problem: Long disconnects on front-end paths under heavy load, caused path failures and I/O errors on HP-UX hosts. 
 Cause: Signaling a SCSI unit attention check condition on each mapping to the same initiator port for the same virtual disk violates 

the SCSI specification. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to only deliver one SCSI check condition per LUN per initiator as per the SCSI specification 

when a disconnect occurs. 

 Problem:  1) Performance metrics were incorrect for DataCore Server ports because counters for Microsoft iSCSI initiator ports 
were also included. 2) Performance metrics were incorrect displayed as 0 for DataCore Server Fibre Channel counters. 

 Cause: Valid data was overwritten because metrics were requested from Microsoft iSCSI initiators, but not reported. 
 Resolution: Filter out Microsoft initiators from the list of server ports in the performance interface and do not request performance 

data from Microsoft iSCSI initiators.  

 Problem:  After modifying the performance statistics Update Time setting, the setting did not change and remained at the default 2 
seconds.  

 Cause: A logic error existed in the update data function when there were multiple consumers of the data.  
 Resolution: A code change was made so that when multiple consumers are requesting updates, they are now independent and 

are updated separately. 

 Problem:  SANsymphony-V email notifications included stale log messages and was not presented in a chronological manner. 

 Cause:  State information was incorrectly sent in the order in which the triggers were created, not in the order in which the triggers 

became active. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to order the trigger states correctly in descending order based on triggered time. 

 Problem:  The DataCore Executive service exited and could not be restarted after deleting a shared storage pool. 
 Cause: The function to update storage pool information was incorrectly overwriting valid data with stale physical disk data. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to update the storage pool information correctly. 

 Problem:  1) SANsymphony-V PowerShell Cmdlets were not installed after an upgrade and could not subsequently be installed. 
 2) Certain information was not collected when creating support bundles. 
 Cause: A previous upgrade did not install the cmdlets, and all subsequent cmdlets were then also not installed, including those that 

collect system state information for support bundles.  
 Resolution: An ‘ignore’ option was added to the Installer to allow the cmdlets to be installed.  

 Problem: In the SANsymphony-V Operations panel, a Refresh may not complete for several minutes, with the progress bar not 
progressing, before eventually timing out with an error. 

 Cause: In large configurations with many virtual disks configured, an internal communications buffer was not large enough to 
transmit the number of objects involved in the refresh. 

 Resolution: The size of the internal communications buffer has been increased to support much larger configurations. 
 Problem: VMware hosts and virtual machines with served virtual disks are not visible until the DataCore Server connected to the 

vCenter Server. 
 Cause: A logic error existed causing these hosts to only be displayed when connected.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to display hosts if a virtual disk is served or ports assigned.  

 Problem: An exception occurred when serving virtual disks to multiple hosts using Serve Virtual Disk wizard. 
 Cause: Because of an error, the list of selected Virtual Disks to serve was unexpectedly empty. 
 Resolution: Check for an empty virtual disk list, and fail the command if found. 

 Problem:  In certain configurations with VMware ESX hosts, mirror volumes would lose connection, followed by rapid recoveries. 
 Cause: The VAAI Hardware Assisted Locking timeout was not set appropriately. 
 Resolution: Modify the timeout value and make other optimizations in this area. 

 Problem:  In a large configuration, a DataCore Server became unavailable and CPU and memory usage was unusually high.  
 Cause: Deadlock detection functions caused large amounts of memory to be allocated. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to change the way deadlocks are detected and to modify the locking mechanism. 

 Problem: After an attempt to enable CDP on a virtual disk, an "Auto Generated Virtual Disk" message was incorrectly displayed.  
Cause: When enabling CDP on a virtual disk fails (for example, when the virtual disk alias name was too long), the logical disk was 
not removed, which in turn caused an "Auto Generated Virtual Disk" to be created.  
Resolution: A code change was made to remove the left over logical disk. 

 Problem: In some cases, performance values were sorted by first digit rather than absolute value. 
 Resolution: Modify the sort function to sort by absolute value. 

 Problem: A single virtual disk failed and the pool was offlined after unserving the first of two mirrored pool disks. 

http://jira/browse/SSV-6441
http://jira/browse/SSV-6441
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 Cause: If the primary catalog disk is a pool mirror master, the pool was marked as failed if that (primary) disk is missing , even if 
there is a valid mirror and backup catalog disk.  
Resolution: A code change was made to check Primary catalog disk in shared mode, but in non-shared mode it will check whether 
either primary or backup disks are healthy.  

 Problem: After converting a single virtual disk to a shared virtual disk, disk recovery fails. 

 Cause: The virtual disk’s storage pool was mistakenly marked as read-only and mirror writes failed.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to the installer to flag incorrect registry keys that contain pool state information. 

 Problem: After mapping a new virtual disk via iSCSI, new LUNS were not displayed on the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Server without a 
Device Manager rescan. 
Resolution: A code change was made to the DataCore iSCSI driver that implements an iSCSI command to discover new LUNS. 

 Problem: Problem 1) Manual license activation failed with an error message that the file was too large to be copied.  
Problem 2) After activating, inconsistencies in the configuration existed on different servers. 

 Cause: The license information was larger than expected, so the activation call was not properly processed. 
 Resolution: Increase the maximum string length to accommodate large licenses. 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP1 Update1 
 

 Critical Fixes 

 Problem:  A storage pool may be marked as failed or offline, although the physical disks appear to be healthy. 
 Cause: When certain background pool operations are interrupted by internal pool reloading logic, the pool catalog information was 

incorrectly updated. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to not update the catalog during the reloading operation. 
Fixes 

 Problem: After serving and unserving virtual disks to a VMware host and subsequently restarting the DataCore Executive service, 
an exception occurred and an error was displayed stating that there was a missing port. 
Cause: In certain scenarios, port information was not bound to the host object in the configuration, causing a configuration conflict. 
Resolution: A code change was made to correctly bind the port to the host in the configuration file. 

 Problem: After upgrading from 8.1 PSP1 U4 to 9.0 PSP1, an exception occurred on some monitor triggers.  
Cause: The monitor type that the trigger was based on was not found because a specific monitor was removed in later releases, 
and there was no check done.  
Resolution: Handle cases where the monitor type for the trigger is not found. Log an alert to signal that the trigger is not created 
properly and will be inactive. 

 Problem:  After replacing a Fibre channel adapter, replacing the ports using Soft WWNs did not work and an error message was 
displayed.  

 Cause:  The procedures to follow and log messages were incorrect. 
 Resolution: Modified the log messages and updated the procedures.  
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Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 PSP1 
Critical Fixes 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore Fibre Channel driver’s VMware’s vSphere VAAI code. 
 Cause: When a write failed to the mirror server, information sent to the originating server was misinterpreted, resulting in memory to 

be incorrectly freed twice. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to correctly interpret the sense information. 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore Fibre Channel driver after doing multiple volume replacement operations. 
 Cause: A timing issue existed in the replace volume operation because of the order of events.  
 Resolution: Reestablish the correct order when performing the replace volume processing. 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore SCSIport driver. 
 Cause: A deadlock occurred when a busy I/O currently being processed was terminated.  
 Resolution: Enhance the termination logic to better support busy I/Os. 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore SCSIport driver when a disk rescan occurred at the same time all I/O was being 
terminated. 

 Cause: A race condition prevented new I/O from being started.  
Resolution: Guard against the race condition.  

 Problem: System memory was depleted and performance was impacted when running a large number of replication streams.  
 Cause: A memory leak existed in the DataCore Executive service when under heavy load.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to the locking mechanism. 

 Fixes 
 DataCore Executive Service 

 Problem: The DataCore Executive service exited with a message "A fatal error has occurred. The service will now terminate." 
 Cause: In some situations, a call to obtain allocation information for a pool disk would fail.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to avoid the unnecessary failure.  

 Problem: The DataCore Executive service exited when running a test script that created many trace log messages. 
 Cause: A memory leak occurred due log message starvation when the script logged more messages than the merge logic could 

handle. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to the logging merge logic to avoid the memory leak. 

 Licensing 

 Problem: The number of days left until a license expires was incorrect. 
 Cause: The daily expiration count was not updated unless an event occurred such as a stop/start. 
 Resolution: Send a daily event to trigger an update to the expiration count. 

 Problem: When using the back button while activating a storage capacity license, the new capacity was not added. 
 Cause: The licensing activation information was not updated because no event signal was sent. 
 Resolution: Signal the event that the storage capacity has changed. 

 Virtual Disks 

 Problem: An unhandled exception error occurred when setting reserved space for a virtual disk. 
 Cause: A timing issue existed in the user interface when events occurred in a certain order.  
 Resolution: Added a check to prevent the timing issue. 

 SNMP 

 Problem: The DataCore SNMP service only started when the Microsoft Windows SNMP service was stopped.  
 Cause: The DataCore SNMP service and the Windows SNMP service compete for the same communication port. 
 Resolution: Allow the DataCore SNMP port to be configured to a different port by editing the DataCore SNMP configuration file. 

See the SNMP Support topic in the online help for instructions. 

 Problem: When the DataCore SNMP MIB (Management Information Base) was parsed by certain third party validation tools, some 
fields were flagged as ‘badly formed’.   

 Cause: The DataCore MIB (Management Information Base) did not conform to some validation rules. 
 Resolution: Modify the MIB to conform to additional validation rules.  

 Replication 

 Problem: After splitting a replication relationship while the replication buffer is full, attempts to open the user interface timed out. 
 Cause: The split operation never completed, resulting in the replication service being disabled. Subsequently opening the user 

interface attempted to connect to the inaccessible replication service.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to ensure that split operations on initializing replications do not time out. 

 Problem: After splitting a replication relationship, the replication buffer continued to fill. 
 Cause: A call to disable the DataCore Replication service timed out due to excessive activity in the replication buffer folder, and the 

subsequent call to delete the replication relationship was never made. 
 Resolution: Combine the disable and delete replication calls so that one action does not depend on the other to complete. 

 Problem: An error message ‘failed to communicate’ occurred during failback using the Advanced Site Recovery feature.  
 Cause: When a replication disk went into standby mode, a disk reservation was made and not released. 
 Resolution: Automatically remove the reservation when a mapping is removed or disabled. 

 Auto-tiering 

 Problem: In a configuration with auto-tiering enabled, a virtual disk with a relatively higher storage profile did not migrate from a 
lower tier to a higher tier when the higher tier was full.  

 Cause: The algorithm to move storage allocation units between tiers was not efficient when one of the tiers was full.  
 Resolution: Move storage allocation units between tiers more efficiently even when a tier is full. 

 Problem:  After upgrading, no disk pool rebalancing took place and counters for storage allocation units migrated was 0. 
 Cause: An incorrect check was made to see if auto-tiering license was enabled before migrations took place. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to not require auto-tiering to be licensed in order to perform pool balancing. 

 Problem:  After adding disks to a disk pool, no disk pool rebalancing took place on one DataCore Server. 
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 Cause: A state value was not reset when a DataCore Server became unavailable and subsequently available, resulting in the 
activate migrations function never being called. 

 Resolution: A code change was made to activate migrations unconditionally every time a server availability changes. 
 Tasks 

 Problem:  When creating a task with a trigger to send an e-mail notification on an Informational event, e-mail was sent 

continuously.   
 Cause: An infinite loop occurred because the sending of email notifications triggered an email notification to be sent. 
 Resolution: Do not trigger on log messages that are generated by the same task. 

 Disk Pools 

 Problem: In some cases, removing a physical disk from a disk pool never completed. 
 Cause: The calculation for remaining Storage Allocation units was incorrect, so there was no notification that the disk removal was 

complete. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to correct the physical disk data. 

 Problem: No warning was given when an attempt was made to remove a physical disk from a disk pool when there was not  
 enough free space left to migrate the disk's allocated data. The removal operation never completed and had to be cancelled. 
 Resolution: Do not remove the disk and warn the user when an attempt is made to remove a physical disk from a disk pool when 

there will not be enough free space left to migrate the disk's allocated data. 

 Problem: The System Health tool does not indicate an error when the last disk in a disk pool is removed and the pool becomes 
unavailable.  

 Cause: The monitor for disk pools did not track pools that are marked as unavailable. 
 Resolution: Track unavailable disk pools and report them as critical errors in System Health.  

 Continuous Data Protection 

 Problem: An edited rollback name subsequently was reverted to the original default name after editing the restore point information.  

 Cause: The edited rollback name was not retained.  
 Resolution: Added tracking for the rollback name and do not revert to the default format if changed. On 'Cancel' the name is 

reverted to default format. 
 Snapshot 

 Problem: After reverting a snapshot, mirroring the source disk, and then deleting the snapshot before full recovery starts, a virtual 
disk remains in log recovery indefinitely.  

 Cause: Timing issues existed in the snapshot driver’s disable virtual disk functions. 
Resolution: Code changes were made to the disks functions to correct the timing issue.  

Port Roles 

 Problem: After mistakenly modifying a port role to ‘target-only’ for a back-end port, all physical disks served to the port  
were removed. 
Cause: No validation was done to confirm the port type before changing it. 
Resolution: Check the port type before changing the port role to target-only mode. 

Enhancements 

 Enhancement: Improvements to the DataCore Cache driver for more efficient caching in large configurations. 

 Enhancement: Performance improvements in configurations with shared multi-port arrays. 

 Enhancement: Added error checking and additional logging to the DataCore iSCSI driver when connecting and disconnecting. 

 Enhancement: A description field was added for Shared Disk Pools. 

 Enhancement: Added a PoolMode property with a hard coded Read/Write value in the DiskPoolData to preserve backward 
compatibility with 3rd party tools using the system. 

 Enhancement: Added a parameter (PreferredPathOption) to the PowerShell cmdlet Set-DcsLogicalDiskProperties to allow a 
preferred path property to be added. 

 Enhancement: Added a script file to the SANsymphony-V installation folder (Set-DcsAdminPassword.ps1) to easily change the 
DcsAdmin password and logon account passwords for DataCore services on a server. See Changing DcsAdmin Password for 
DataCore Services in the SANsymphony-V Help for instructions on using this script. 

 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 Update1 
 Problem: Replication initialization would not start if the replication buffer name specified ended with a \ or space. 
 Resolution: Strip all spaces and slashes from the buffer file path.  

 Problems: 1) Replication transfer disconnects and timeouts caused transfer failures. 2) On the replication destination, memory 
depletion eventually resulted in a system crash. 3) The DataCore Executive service remained in the starting state upon a reboot. 

 Cause: A deadlock condition existed in the DataCore Executive Service locking mechanism.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to resolve the deadlock condition. 

 Problem: When the replication connection was broken due to a network disconnect, it did not automatically recover after the 
network connection was repaired. 

 Resolution: Automatically reconnect when the connection is repaired.  

 Problem: Cache performance counters, including read/write hits and misses, were incorrect.  
 Cause: Statistics were incorrectly calculated.  
 Resolution: Correctly calculate cache statistics. 

 Problem: An exception occurred when selecting a DataCore Server that was stopped from the Management Console.  
 Cause: When the server is stopped, objects may be missing or mismatched in the internal configuration information, causing the 

exception.  
 Resolution: Code changes were made to protect against this situation. 

 Problem: An exception occurred when creating a virtual disk report when replication was configured.  
 Cause: Performance information retrieval was not available when local replication was configured. 
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 Resolution: Code changes were made to retrieve performance information correctly. 

 Problem: License values for all features disappeared when the ALT or TAB key was pressed in the License Tab in the Server 
Group pane.  

 Cause: A label control function was setting the field values to auto-size. 
 Resolution: Change the field values to be a fixed size. 

 Problem: Physical disks had their tier assignment reset to the default following a reboot, upgrade or stop of the SANsymphony-V 
software. 

 Cause: A logic error occurred when updating the disk pool information, causing the tier information to be overwritten. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to correctly update the disk pool information. 

 Problem: After manually entering an iSCSI iqn address with mixed case characters and then serving virtual disks using this 
address, virtual disks were not presented to the host. 

 Cause: The address was not recognized because an internal function was case-sensitive and upper case characters were not being 
modified to lower case. 

 Resolution: Modify manually entered characters to lower case for iSCSI iqn addresses. 

 Problem: Adding an additional storage server to a configuration caused virtualization to be stopped, and resulted in clients losing 
access to virtual disks. 

 Cause: After adding the storage server to the configuration, the additional storage capacity exceeded the license limit. 
 Resolution: Check the storage capacity limits prior to adding a server to the configuration. Do not allow the server to be added if 

the limit is exceeded and warn the user about licensed capacity. 

 Problem: After a shutdown of a DataCore Server, the system appeared sluggish and the DataCore Executive service could not be 
stopped. 

 Cause: A deadlock occurred when switching port roles from Front End only to include BackEnd or Mirror roles, causing a race 
condition between starting and completing an I/O. 

 Resolution: A code change was made to notify the DataCore SCSIport driver that the port's configuration has changed.  

 Problem: The color of the first letter of the SANsymphony-V Management Console title was incorrect. 
 Resolution: Added a space in a predefined string to correct the color of the first character. 

 Enhancements: Additions and corrections to the SANsymphony-V Cmdlets for Windows PowerShell help. 
 

Release Notes:  SANsymphony-V 9.0 

What’s New 
With the 9.0 release of SANsymphony-V, DataCore™ extends its reach into large scale data center and adds  
additional supports for Cloud Service Providers. New features include: 

Group operations 
 Virtual disks may be organized into groups 
 The Management Console expands or collapses the members of a group to simplify operations (display and command) 
 Virtual disk, snapshot and rollback operations may be performed on the group level 

Reporting 
 Create reports summarizing or detailing resource allocation and configuration variables 
 Export reports in various file formats (PDF, Excel, HTML, XML, CSV, etc.) 
 20+ pre-defined reports  

Disk Pool Enhancements 
 “Heat maps” visualize hot spots of heavy activity within a disk pool  
 Automatic rebalancing improves performance by distributing data across physical disks and maintaining even allocation per disk.  
 Disk decommissioning allows non-disruptive removal of a disk from a pool  

Replication Enhancements 
 Many-to-one / One-to-many replication  
 Failover Simulation for non-disruptive DR testing  
 Transport prioritization 

Shared Multi-Port Array 
 Two or more DataCore Servers provide multiple paths to the same (shared) multi-ported disk array 

VMware Integration 
 Integration with vCenter simplifies storage provisioning to VMware resources 
 Integration with Site Recovery Manager (SRM) enables automated site failover  
 VAAI offloads ESX hosts from low-level storage operations 

Multi-Node Support 
 Up to four DataCore Servers per server group, allowing I/O load to be spread across multiple servers. 
 Simplified organization and management 
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SNMP Support 
 Allows customers to monitor DataCore system health using popular systems management products 

Enhancements and Fixes in 9.0 
 Critical Fixes 

 Problem: Changing Port Roles or receiving multiple port re-initialization commands on certain server hardware with Qlogic Fibre 
Channel HBAs installed may result in a NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt) system crash. 

 Resolution: Allow multiple changes to Ports and gather information on the initiator of the commands. 
 

 Problem: The DataCore Executive Service terminated unexpectedly and the hosts lost access to that DataCore Server. 
 Cause: A deadlock was reported in the disk pool core service code.  
 Resolution: Code changes were made to the deadlock detection routines. 
 

 Problem: A system crash occurred when promoting multiple snapshots from differential to full. 
 Cause: A logic error in the locking scheme when converting snapshot types allowed a second extraneous unlock to occur.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to control the serialization of locking/unlocking of processes within snapshot. 
 

 Problem: A system crash in the DataCore iSCSI driver occurred during a system shutdown or port re-initialization. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to clear iSCSI connections correctly before deleting them. 
 

 Problem: License activation information was lost after a reboot of the DataCore Server. 
Cause:  In rare circumstances when the activation of the license fails in the final stages, the previous license is lost. 
Resolution:  When a failure is detected, rollback all license changes made prior to the failure to ensure that the activation  
remains unchanged. 
 

 Problem: A system crash occurred in the DataCore SCSIport driver during an upgrade. 
Cause: A locking issue existed in the driver code. 
Resolution: A code change was made to correct this error. 
 

 Problem: A system hang of the DataCore Poller driver occurred when using replication test mode and in other cases where rescans 
were performed.  
Cause: A deadlock existed in the global locking code when rescanning a port. 
Resolution: A code change was made to correct this error. 
 

 Fixes 

 Problem: A DataCore Server was unavailable in the Management console and paged memory usage was high. 
Cause: A memory leak existed in the replication performance collection, affecting user interface display panels and performance 
counters. 

 Resolution: A code change was made to correct the issue. 

 Problem: Where a task with a trigger is defined, repeated email alerts were sent indicating issues with a virtual disk, however the 
virtual disk was healthy. 

 Cause: Alert notification was incorrectly made on every state change of a virtual disk or DataCore Server because there were no 
actions defined at the time the state changed. 

 Resolution: Don’t save the trigger states when a task has no actions to perform; added a log message warning when a  
 task has no actions.  

 

 Problem: After making a change in the SAN infrastructure, the Management Console was unavailable and an error was posted in 
the event log.  

 Cause: A physical disk identifier changed, causing the disk to be incorrectly removed from the configuration. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to address how changes to the physical disk identifier are handled. 
 

 Problem: After removing a DataCore Server from the configuration, an exception occurred. 
 Cause: The logic error existed in the code that handled server removal. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to handle the removal of a server in a different way. 
 

 Problem: After a reboot of a DataCore Server, a renamed target port name was not retained.   
 Cause: Remote ports that are not assigned to a host are not saved in the configuration, but were incorrectly allowed to be renamed. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to disable the ability to edit remote target port names for ports that were not assigned to a 

host. 
 

 Problem: Older versions of SANsymphony-V did not set the Disable Port While Stopped attribute for target-only ports. 
 Resolution: Automatically set the Disable Port While Stopped attribute whenever a target-only port is discovered that does not have 

this set. 
 

 Problem: After configuring a new server group, DataCore Servers could not connect.   
 Cause: When adding a server to the server group failed, an entry was incorrectly added to the configuration. After reinstalling the 

software and again adding the server, a duplicate entry was added to the configuration causing connection issues. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to prevent invalid entries to the configuration.  
 

 Problem: After setting a virtual disk’s Reserved Size to a non-zero size, the Reserved Size could no longer be reset back to 0MB. 
 Cause: A value of 0MB was prohibited in the check for a minimum size of reserved space.  
 Resolution: Allow a value of 0MB. 
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 Problem: After replacing a failed Fibre Channel HBA configured using Soft WWNs, hosts could not access virtual disks using the 
new port. 

 Cause: The replace port operation did not create the correct mappings using the new port for mirrored virtual disks because there 
was no path available. 

 Resolution: Improved log messages and clarified the proper procedure in the Online Help. 

 Problem: After creating a mirrored virtual disk, the virtual disk status was displayed as redundancy failed, however when the state 
changed to full recovery pending, the status is incorrectly displayed as online.  

 Cause: A logic error existed in the virtual disk status reporting code. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to display the correct status. 

 Problem: iSCSI port disconnects were incorrectly displayed as Informational level messages in the event log. 
 Resolution: Code changes were made to change these messages to warnings. 

 Problem: When setting up bi-directional replication using a pass-through virtual disk as the source volume, there was no option to 
specify the matching size of the destination virtual volume in KB via the Management Console. 

 Resolution: Add the option of KB in the drop-down menu when specifying the destination size. 

 Problem: DataCore MPIO was unnecessarily switching paths from primary to secondary, although there is no path failure.  This 
occurred when a virtual disk was upgraded from non-mirrored to mirrored and the host setting was ‘autoselect’.  
Cause: Both DataCore Servers reported that the preferred server was the partner, because the preferred path property was not 
reset after the virtual disk was upgraded to a mirror. 

 Resolution: Reset the preferred path property after a virtual disk is upgraded to a mirror.  

 Problem: The Management Console became unresponsive after doing many volume replacement operations. 
 Cause: A logic error existed in the disk pool driver when rescanning disks.  
 Resolution: Code changes were made to the disk pool driver to improve rescan behavior.  

 Problem: The HBA firmware version was incorrectly displayed as 0.0.0.0 for front end channels. 
 Cause: The firmware version was not being updated when the port state changed. 
 Resolution: Update the firmware version when a port state changes. 

 Problem: Redundant iSCSI paths were displayed as active, although one path was failed. 
 Cause: The iSCSI code was not cleaning up properly when the session ended after a connection state changed. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to cleanup properly. 

 Problem: The Management Console was unresponsive after applying a new capacity license. 
 Cause: After an unsuccessful activation, the license server did not close the connection, so subsequent attempts were not replied 

to. 
 Resolution: Closed the connection on activation failure. Added a warning message when unable to connect to the license server. 

 Problem: The sort order was incorrect when sorting virtual disks by size allocated. 
 Cause: Sorting was ignoring the MB, GB and TB designations and only sorting by numerical value.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to correctly sort by actual size. 

 Problem: On DataCore servers with low screen resolution, scrollbars in the Management Console did not scroll all the way to the 
left/right or up/down 

 Resolution: A code change was made to modify the properties of the user interface controls. 

 Problem: The Free Cache performance counter description in the Performance Actions panel was misleading. 
 Resolution: Clarified the description of the Free Cache counter.  

 Problem: The Management Console exited with an exception when the tasks tab was opened. 
 Cause: A race condition existed when deleting a task at the same time the task action was occurring, causing the task deletion to 

hang. Subsequent access to the tasks tab failed.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to correctly delete a task. 

 Problem: When creating a VHD disk in Microsoft Disk Manager, the DataCore Executive service would disconnect and reconnect 
continuously. 

 Cause: The VHD disk type was not included in the StorageBus types checked and the connection failed for each of 100 retries. 
 Resolution: The VHD type was added. 

 Problem: After removing all mirror paths, the DataCore Executive Service lost connection. 
 Cause: Initially caused by a failure when replacing a logical disk in the configuration.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to handle replacing the logical disk when all mirror paths are removed.  

 Problem: After removing disks from a disk pool, the same disks could not be re-added. 
 Cause: An exception occurred because a disk was reported with 0 partitions. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to add an event message to indicate this condition. 

 Problem: After modifying registry values to limit volume recoveries, a lower level priority volume could get the recovery command 
reserved for a higher priority volume. 

 Cause: The TotalRecoveryCmdSize and VolumeRecoveryCmdSize registry values when set to 1 was not being honored correctly. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to the High Availability driver to update the counter for number of the pending IO commands 

correctly in this case. 

 Problem: Replication status was displayed as "Stopped", however replication I/O was transferring correctly.   
 Cause: The core replication service was returning an invalid state.  
 Resolution: A code change was made to the replication service to correct this issue  

 Problem: Offline replication initialization had to be restarted after a DataCore server crashed.    
 Cause: Initialization information was lost when control was passed from one DataCore Server to the other. 
 Resolution: The replication logic was made more crash tolerant when in Offline Initialization mode. 

 Problem: When scrolling through the list of event log messages and selecting a message for the first time, the list automatically 
scrolls to the top and the message that is displayed is not the one initially selected. 
Resolution: A code change was made to change focus to the selected message. 

 Problem: A checkpoint snapshot created through a script took a long time to complete.    
 Cause: The calls in the script were not valid.  

Resolution: Added code to check the state of the relationship before starting any operations. 

 Problem: An exception occurred while multiple replications are in log recovery and the DataCore Executive Service is then 
stopped.    

 Cause: A race condition existed between two threads when the system is under load. 
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Resolution: Added code to correct the race condition. 
 

 Problem: 1)Snapshots created with the “duplicate disk identifier" option checked and then promoted to a mirror would cause the 
source to go into recovery 2) where DataCore Software is installed on the physical box of a HyperV/MS Cluster system and serves 
storage back to itself over Fibre Channel  it can cause CSV file systems to go into redirect mode  
Cause:  The SCSI ID used on mirror or loopback mappings were not unique.  
Resolution: Modified the code to return unique SCSI IDs. 

 Problem: When preserving the configuration and creating support bundles at the same time, the preserve configuration operation 
failed and an error occurred stating: Timed out waiting for registry key exportation.  

 Cause: The export registry keys call timed out. 
 Resolution: Changed the method that registry keys are exported. 

 Problem: The Management Console would continuously disconnect and then reconnect again after some time period.   
 Cause: An iSCSI initiator had surpassed the maximum number of connections, so failed the login and continued to  
re-attempt the operation, causing an unhandled exception. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to handle the access violation exception. 

 Problem: When opening the Management Console, an error ‘Object reference not set to an instance of an object’ was displayed. 
 Cause: An unexpected disk type caused the Software to not be able to read the configuration properly. 
 Resolution: Removed the code support for native logical disk as it is not exercised. 

 Problem:  Split of a persistent rollback results in the storage source going offline or not ready. 
 Cause:  During the split operation the storage source was not properly set back to online 
 Resolution:  When splitting a rollback, update the source disk status correctly. 

 Problem:  Auto-generated disks appear after deleting a replication group. 
 Cause: The internal object table didn’t update correctly when a replication group was deleted. 
 Resolution:  Correctly update the table and remove the disks. 

 Problem:  Certain performance counters were not displaying correct data. 
 Cause:  The formula used to calculate certain performance counters was incorrect. 
 Resolution:  Corrected the formula used to report these performance counters. 

 Problem: Performance counters were not sorted correctly.  
 Cause: The method to sort performance counters was incorrect. 
 Resolution: A code change was made to correct the sorting method. 

 Problem: Mirrors did not recover after reboot of the partner DataCore Server. 
 Cause: The disk rescan routine would try indefinitely to scan for devices.  
 Resolution:  Adjust the timeout value and number of retries for the rescan. 

 Problem:  Incomplete warning messages were displayed when offline replication initialization failed. 
 Resolution:  Added more descriptive messages when the replication stream becomes broken. 

 Problem: The DataCore Trace Console was not working, and resulted in “An unhandled exception occurred” 
 Cause:  The version of Microsoft .Net used to compile the Trace Console was incorrect. 
 Resolution:  Recompiled the Trace Console with the correct .Net version. 

 Problem: Certain tasks were triggered too often.  
 Cause:  Tasks were incorrectly triggered on internal log messages. 
 Resolution:  Ignore internal log messages from the trigger state. 

 Problem: A task monitor trigger configured to monitor a virtual disk proxy (part of replication) can cause an exception and crash 
under two circumstances:  
1) When a virtual disk being monitored is not part of a replication set and the DataCore Executive service is restarted or the 

DataCore Server is rebooted. 
2) When the replication set is split and the DataCore Executive service is restarted or the DataCore Server is rebooted. 

 Cause: The code was not handling this case correctly. 
 Resolution: Check for this case and handle it correctly. 

 Problem: iSCSI initiator settings were not correct on new installations of SANsymphony-V on non-English operating systems.  
 Cause: A specific string in the registry was different on non-English operating systems, thus a search of the registry failed and no 

modifications were made to the settings  
 Resolution: A code change was made so that the settings are modified on all operating systems. 

 Problem: The DataCore Management Console become unresponsive after creating a large disk pool using SSD disks and creating 
and deleting multiple virtual disks. 

 Cause:  Several core disk pool service calls were taking a very long time to complete. 
 Resolution:  Improved the core disk pool service calls.  

 Problem: Newly configured replication set would not start.  
 Cause:  Inconsistent replication information was read from the configuration file when the DataCore Executive service started. 
 Resolution:  Code improvements were made to the journal and configuration behavior.  

 Problem: After an upgrade or reboot of a DataCore Server, a virtual disk did a full recovery unexpectedly.  
 Cause:  The virtual disk had Data Protection enabled and a related registry key was incorrectly deleted during the reboot. 
 Resolution:  Do not delete this registry key upon reboot. 

 Problem: Time synchronization or normal state changes on DataCore Servers causes an invalid trigger resulting in invalid 
notifications. 

 Cause:  A state may change very briefly and then immediately change back to the original state, however an event is incorrectly 
fired for these normal state changes. 

 Resolution:  Added a ‘spike suppression’ feature to monitors so that state changes that occur briefly and then change back to  
 the original state so no state change event is fired. 

 Problem: The physical disk mirrored state was incorrectly displayed as healthy, when it should have been in recovery, after  
 a refresh in the Physical Disk Summary pane. 

Cause:  The recovery state was not being checked while in recovery, so during a refresh the value was incorrectly set to healthy.  
 Resolution:  A code change was made to add this check. 

 Problem: Product keys could not be activated. 
 Cause: The system clock was off by one day and the license generator time check failed. 
Resolution: Improved the time check tolerance, and do not check if the license has no expiration date. 

http://jira/browse/SSV-3657
http://jira/browse/SSV-3485
http://jira/browse/SSV-3485
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 Enhancements  
 

o Added the ability to change the preferred path per mapping.  
o Display the maximum target and initiator outstanding command count in the Fibre Channel Port properties page. 
o Allow the tier to be specified when adding a physical disk to the disk pool via the wizard. 
o When serving virtual disks, ensure LUN matching first. 
o Display the virtual disk LUN number in the Virtual Disk list in the Client Ports details pane. 
o Add an ‘ALL’ item in the ‘Unserve from Host’ host list. 
o In the Split and Unserve warning message, specify which DataCore Server will retain the virtual disk. 
o Improved the warning message when deleting virtual disks based on pass-through volumes. 
o In the Performance pane, make the counter combo box longer. 
o In the manual port assignment, use a different label for the port name depending on the port type. 
o Add an option for a task to abort or continue on an error. 
o Improve logging of tasks. 
o Clarified several warning messages. 
o Display the license storage used value as a number. 
o Added the SCSI ID to the virtual disk details form, properties tab, advanced options panel. 
o Added support for the Emulex LPe-1205-HP Fibre Channel HBA. 
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